
Teacher’s Guide to Worksheet 2

Worksheet 2:  “The Brotherhood Manifesto” Reading Questions

This selection was most likely written by John Montgomery Ward.(1860-1925)  Ward was an
excellent pitcher and shortstop for the Providence Grays. Unlike most players of the late
nineteenth century he was highly educated, earning a law degree from Columbia University.
Ward was an extremely vocal critic of baseball’s owners because he felt that they treated players
like slaves and did not care for their well-being.  In reaction to a proposed salary cap based on
the “personal character” of ballplayers and in response to a “reserve rule” which allowed owners
to tie a player to a team for life, Ward and many other distinguished players proposed a players
union in 1885.  The following document, called “The Brotherhood Manifesto” lists the player
grievances.

John Montgomery Ward was a native of Bellefonte, Pennsylvania.  He was inducted into the
Baseball Hall of Fame in 1864.

1. Who was the target audience for this document?

The public.

2. List the players’ grievances.

• Abuse of the reserve clause by the managers

 Misuse of managers’ unlimited power
 An infringement of individual or natural rights
 Players are being forced to relocate after disbandment or retirement of a club

• Driving motivation of management is greed
• The League’s lack of diplomacy or concern by putting off the Brotherhood’s request for a

hearing
• Arbitrary, mercenary, and “un-American” actions of management

3. When Ward says the teams are “stronger than the strongest trust” what type of illegal
business activity is he talking about?

A monopoly.

4. What solution do the players propose for the next season?

Players propose to create a new management to play under for next season. Basically, they
have created their own league (The Players League).

5. What criticisms can you make about the players’ argument?

One criticism of the players’ argument is that they are excoriating the people (management)
whom they essentially want to become. Perhaps the players need to focus more on the
question, “Why am I hindered from selling my product (talent) for the highest amount I can?”
By doing so, they could appeal to society’s sense of fairness in a free-market system.



Another criticism of the players’ argument is their lack of specific examples. For instance, in
addition to saying the management practices arbitrary and mercenary use of power, the
players should list some specific examples.

6. Did the players make a convincing case?

Answers may vary.




